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Prior to install Unbolt the seat and move further back in the 
car

Remove the  sill trim.

Remove the side trim from the dash board Remove the upper A pillar trim

Remove the under tray from the glove box Fold back the carpet
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Fold back the sound deadening Remove the under tray on the underside
of the car where shown

Unbolt this  side of the cross brace

Remove this heat shield clip then fold the shield
back to allow access behind

Within the foot well remove this trim mounting
bracket
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Break off this bracket positioning pin

Drill a 10mm hole  in the position of the 
previously broken off pin

Fit the bracket as shown using the spreader
plate with silicone on the reverse.

Tighten from underneath the car Remove this plastic bracket that secures the
electrical connector

Increase this existing hole to 10mm
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Insert the spreader plate with the captive nut
into the pillar behind the drilled hole

Secure the bracket into the plate behind Mark the position of the mounting post using 
this measurement as a reference

Mark and drill for 3 securing points

Secure the mounting post in place using the 
spreader plate shown with silicone underneath
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Run the power cable and earth to the socket
on the mounting post - see guide at the end

Trim and refit the carpet and trim panels then
fit the bracing bars

Mounting post shown fully fitted

Assemble the Milford and fully test
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Guide to routing the power cable

There is a wiring loom grommet behind the heater fan  at the top of the foot well that can be accessed 
from inside the car and carefully used to gain access through to the vehicle battery via an inline fuse


